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 1 Overview
This document is intended to be used as a learning tool for those interested in
working on ISC_DHCP.  The author has divined the content largely by reverse
engineering in conjunction with a relatively limited exposure to working on the
code.   In the absence of original authors, design documentation or other
artifacts or historical context,  its accuracy can only be assumed to a certain
degree.   The project does have an extensive source code change history,  ample
release notes, and vast ticket tracking in RT through which enough slogging may
sometimes shed light on why a piece of code does what it does.   As often as not
though, one may simply have to resort to subjecting the code to various scenarios
with or without a debugger to gain any insight.   I suspect portions of the code
base will always remain mysteries.  Thar be dragons.

 1.1 Project Outline
ISC DHCP project produces the following binaries:

• dhcpd  – ISC's world famous DHCP server
• dhclient – ISC's DHCP client which is likely running on a lot of things

you own
• dhcrelay – ISC's DHCP relay, which for some reason has a “c”  in its name
• omshell – An interactive OMAPI client that provides basic OMAPI interaction

with servers

All of the above support both DHCPv4 and DHCPv6, though they must be told which
during startup.  Support for DHCPv6 can be compiled out.

 1.2 Version 4.1 -> 4.2
• Asynchronous DDNS was the most visible added feature
• Used Bind9 export libraries
• Use of Bind9 libraries for DDNS caused use of them elsewhere:

Dispatching – sockets and timers
Task management
Encryption 
Name resolution

This caused a significant jump in foot print size. The dependency upon 
Bind9 and the increase in foot print is the primary reason is 4.1 still

 around.

• There will be a 4.1-ESV-R15 release.

 1.3 Version 4.2 -> 4.3
• DHCPv6 upgrade – include more features: 

on-commit, on-expiry and on-release
Class support
V6 relay support

• Cache Threshold - Avoid lease writing by re-using existing information

• DDNS work:
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Update to the current standards
Allow for sharing between v4 and v6 clients
Attempt to find a name server via resolver

• 4.2.8 was the last release of 4.2.

 1.4 Version 4.3 -> 4.4 in progress
• Uses BIND9 9.11
• Allows dynamic BIND9 libraries through use of libtool (not default)
• Hybrid dual stack DDNS to account for non-compliant clients
• There will be a 4.3.6 maintenance release.
• 4.4.0 is slated to be the last major release.

 1.5 Compile Time Configuration
The code base contains a great deal of conditional compilation.  Some of it is 
feature based, some it is platform based.

• dhcp/configure – used for more commonly changed items:
DHCPv6, unit testing, BIND9 path, LDAP

• includes/site.h – less commonly changed items:
Failover, DDNS,  Tracing,  
“functional” areas of debug logging – state transitions, failover messages …

 1.6 Project Directory Structure
The ISC DHCP project directory structure is shown below:

    dhcp              Top level directory for configuring, building ...  
    ├── bind          Contains embedded Bind9, added in 4.2.x
    ├── client        Code for dhclient
    │   ├── scripts   OS specific hook scripts called by dhclient
    │   └── tests     ATF unit tests for dhclient
    ├── common        Code common to all the binaries
    │   └── tests     ATF unit tests for common code
    ├── contrib       Non ISC tools
    │   ├── ldap      LDAP integration documentation and tools
    │   └── ms2isc    Perl tool for migrating Windows NT4 DHCP to ISC DHCP
    ├── dhcpctl       Code for omshell
    ├── doc           Largely here to tease you
    │   ├── devel     Doxygen developer's guide, but its thin 
    │   └── examples  Sample v6 client and server config files
    ├── dst           Encryption support, used only by 4.1
    ├── includes      The bulk of the includes are here (except BIND9 files)
    │   ├── arpa      DNS message structure definitions
    │   ├── cf        OS specific headers
    │   ├── isc-dhcp  Headers used only by 4.1 (most now supplied by BIND9)
    │   ├── netinet   Network related structs: Ethernet header, UDP header
    │   └── omapip    OMAPI header files
    ├── minires       Synchronous DDNS support, used only by 4.1    
    ├── omapip        OMAPI object management, connectivity, dispatching
    ├── relay         Code for dhcrelay
    ├── server        Code for dhcpd
    │   └── tests     ATF unit tests for dhcpd
    ├── tests         How to on unit tests
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    │   ├── DHCPv6    Perl based tests for DHCPv6
    │   └── failover  two config files and lease making script
    └── util          Tool(s) for fetching and building BIND9 export

 1.7 Getting Started
The git repo is here:
 repo.isc.org/proj/git/prod/dhcp.git
Current branches:

• master  =>  4.4.0-dev
• v4_3  => 4.3.6-dev
• v4_1_esv  => 4.1-ESV-R15-dev

When building from the repo versions 4.2 and up, require BIND9. To build with an
embedded BIND9 export, you'll need to run:
  <dhcp> $ sh util/bind.sh <ISC_DHCP version # or tag>

This script requires password entry several times as it accesses the BIND9 repo
to build an export tarball.  You can also build against an external bind
installation (see <dhcp>/README).
  
Release tarballs already contain the correct embedded BIND9 export.  Release
tarballs are available on the FTP site, and also directly here:

repo.isc.org:data/shared/sweng/dhcp/releases

Unlike Kea, one does NOT run autoreconf. The files generated by automake are
pre-created and checked into the repo.  To build then:

 ./configure
 ./make

Note BIND9 build does not like make -jN.  The saving grace is once built it
doesn't need to rebuild again unless you reconfigure or do a make clean.

  ./make-check  to run ATF unit tests

Note there are a limited number of unit tests found in:
• common/tests
• client/tests
• server/tests

The ISC DHCP developer’s guide has detailed information about working with ATF
and adding unit tests under the section “Testing”.   The developer’s can be 
built from within the source tree:

 <dhcp> $ cd doc
 <dhcp>/dco $ make devel

and accessed by opening <dhcp>doc/html/index.html.

Due to the lack of doxygen comments in the code, the developer’s guide isn’t
overly rich.  One of the steps towards improving the code base overall, that
we have attempted to do lately is to add doxygen commentary above functions
that we modify.  Developers are encouraged to continue this practice.

As to unit testing in general,  the code base is not very modular and many of
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the functions rely on global variables and as such does not lend itself to 
being unit tested easily.  Where practical, developers are encouraged to add
unit tests as they work on code but there is no hard and fast rule that it must
be done.

 1.7.1 Quick word about code format:
ISC DHCP coding guidelines state that tabs are 8-characters and are not
expanded and that the column width is 80 columns. It isn't pretty and the 
combination of the two gets really annoying but it is the standard, so please 
adhere to it.  Reformatting large amounts of code makes diffing against historical 
versions difficult.  The ability to diff is one of our most valuable tools in 
solving issues and is the primary reason reformatting has never been done.  I use a
wrapper script around vi that turns off tab-expansion just so I don't forget.

 1.7.2 The Ubiquitous struct data_string 
Probably the most prolifically used struct in the entire project is the struct
data_string.  This structure is used just about anyplace a variable amount of 
data needs to be copied and passed around.   Contrary to its name it frequently
stores binary data.   They must be explicitly allocated and freed.  The is 
defined as 
follows (see 
common/tree.h):

/* A data buffer with a reference count. */
struct buffer {
        int refcnt;
        unsigned char data [1];
};

/* A string of data bytes, possibly accompanied by a larger buffer. */
struct data_string {
        struct buffer *buffer;
        const unsigned char *data;
        unsigned len;   /* Does not include NUL terminator, if any. */
        int terminated;
};

There are a handful of functions defined in common/tree.c for manipulating
them:

int data_string_new(struct data_string *, const char *, unsigned int,
                    const char *, int);
void data_string_copy(struct data_string *, const struct data_string *,
                      const char *, int);
void data_string_forget (struct data_string *, const char *, int);
void data_string_truncate (struct data_string *, int);
int data_string_terminate (struct data_string *, const char *, int);

If you find yourself in need of a buffer to hold data,  use a data_struct
rather than mallocing and freeing char* or the like.
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 2 V4 Information Model
The section describes the structures that comprise the DHCPv4 information model.
Together they represent the DHCPv4 configuration once it has been instantiated
by the server.  There are other transient structures that come into play during
packet processing but these will be discussed in a subsequent section. The
following diagram is a UML depiction of the V4 information model (Note: it does
not reflect every association or structure member, rather it is intended to
depict those aspects relevant to understanding the model):
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Illustration 1: V4 Information Model
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 2.1 Structures

 2.1.1 struct shared_network
Groups subnets served by a single interface that share a broadcast domain. For
subnets that are not explicitly configured within a shared network, parsing
creates an unnamed shared_network to contain it.  They allow sibling subnets to
share options (i.e., shared_network has a group), and they tie subnets and pools
to an interface.

• next – Points to the next shared_network in the global linked list of 
shared_networks

 2.1.2 struct group
Used to define an execution/data scope.  A group contains executable statements
including statements that set options.  Members of groups are siblings who share
all of the group's statements. Groups are organized hierarchically, such that
inner groups inherit from outer groups.  The outermost scope is the “top level”
or “global” scope and is instantiated as the global variable, root_group.  Each
shared_network, subnet, and pool implicitly defines its own group.  You can
explicitly define groups within the configuration using the group statement. For 
instance you can group subnets that are not on same interface (i.e. different
shared_networks), thus allowing them to inherit the same options.  Attributes:

• statements - executable_statements defined for the group: this includes 
option statements, logging statements, etc…

• next – points to next group moving outward in scope.   In other words, “next”
is used to link groups in order of scope where the inner most level is the 
head of the list.  Nominally, starting with a pool's group (innermost) moving
outward in scope: 

pool → shared_network → root_group
subnet → shared_network → root_group

Dragon Alert! For some reason, a pool’s parent group is NOT that of its subnet 
but of its shared_network.  I am not certain why this was done as it is counter-
intuitive.  It does mean that if one wants to evaluation options down to the pool 
level it must be done in TWO invocations of execute_statements_in_scope.  The first
when from subnet→group to global,  and the second one pool→group to 
pool→shared_network→group. 

Parsing creates the group hierarchies automatically.  As the parser descends
into nested statements,  the parsing creates groups, linking them together,
inner to outer, with the new, inner group becoming the containing group.  As
the parsing ascends back out of nested statements, the containing group also
ascends. Loosely, speaking any statement whose contents are enclosed in braces
“{}”, will have its own group and all statements within those braces will have
that group as their containing group. Consider the following snippet of dhcpd
configuration:

shared_network {
subnet 172.16.1.0/24 {

pool {
172.16.1.100 172.16.1.200

}
}
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}

At the point the shared_network statement is reached, the containing group is
the root_group.  The parsing logic for shared_networks will create a new group
for the shared_network, setting its next pointer to point to root_group.  At
this point the containing group becomes the shared_network's group.   Similarly
the parsing logic for subnets, will create  a new group for the subnet,
pointing its next pointer to the shared_network's group. The subnet's group then
becomes the containing group.  Likewise, the pool parsing creates a new group
for the pool, pointing its next pointer to the subnet's group.  This hierarchy
is critical in determining the value of a given option, as we'll see later.

For some reason,  group lifecycle management is implemented separately from any
other objects, in common/memory.c.  Why this file was not called something like
“group.c” is likely to remain a mystery.   Nonetheless, the file defines the
following:

extern int (*group_write_hook) (struct group_object *);
extern struct group *root_group;
extern group_hash_t *group_name_hash;
isc_result_t delete_group (struct group_object *, int);
isc_result_t supersede_group (struct group_object *, int);
int clone_group (struct group **, struct group *, const char *, int);
int write_group (struct group_object *);

Groups are normally instantiated by “cloning” them from a parent group via the
function, clone_group.  This function, instantiates a new group  setting it's
authoritative flag to that of the parent and setting it's next pointer to point
to the parent.  In other words, the parent group contains the clone and is thus
the next step outward from the clone.

 2.1.3 struct subnet 
Defines a network subnet for which addresses are served or through which DHCP
traffic is conducted.  Subnets have no direct knowledge of pools within their
"link".  They map inbound traffic to a shared_network, and thus to the pools.

• next_subnet  - link to the next subnet in the global list “subnets”(Note 
that if there are any overlapping subnets the innermost (i.e. narrowest)
will be first)

• next_sibling - next subnet in this shared_network (shared_network.subnets)

Q: I created a shared-network with two subnets, 1 pool each, 177.16.1.0/24
and 178.16.1.0/24.  Given a DHCPDISCOVER with no requested address,
invariably returns an address in 177.16.1.0/24. It would only use the
second subnet if there are no more addresses in the first. - I could
find no logic to discriminate between the pools based on the subnet the
upon which the discover was received.

A: Subnets within a shared network are in the same broadcast domain,
all pools therein are equal and act as a single pool, to the degree they
can be merged

 2.1.4 struct interface_info 
OS level interface information, associated to subnets and shared_networks during
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interface discovery: we find the subnet by interface address and set the
interface pointer in both the subnet and the subnet->shared_network (see
dhcpd.c:dhcpd_interface_setup_hook())

 2.1.5 struct pool
Houses sorted, linked-lists of leases, one list per lease state, for a range of
addresses on a subnet.  Multiple pools within a subnet are merged together so
long as they have the same options, FO peer, permit, and prohibit lists.  The
attributes in a pool are:

• lease_count - total number of leases
• free_leases – number of available leases (all or those held by this server

in FO)
• backup_leases – number of available leases held by the failover peer
• next_event_time  - the time the next expiry event should occur
• prohibit_list and permit_list  (known/unknown clients, members of class,

after <time> …)
• valid_from – a time before which the pool may not be used
• valid_until – a time after which the pool may not be used
• queues (linked lists) of leases:  active, free, backup, expired, abandoned,

reserved

 2.1.6 struct lease

Embodies a DHCPv4 lease. Leases know to which subnet and pool they belong, and
their host declaration if they're associated with one. Leases for all addresses
in all dynamic address ranges are  preallocated during startup.  

• next - pointer to the next lease in the queue
• n_uid - next lease with this uid
• n_hw - next lease with this hardware address
• next_pending - failover, next lease on the update queue 
• binding_state – current state of the lease
• next_binding_state – next state the lease should transition to
• rewind_binding_state/desired_binding_state used in failover
• scope – stores any variables assigned to the lease

There are three global hash tables for leases
• lease_id_hash_t *lease_uid_hash
• lease_ip_hash_t *lease_ip_addr_hash
• lease_id_hash_t *lease_hw_addr_hash;

Binding State 
Macro

Value

FTS_FREE 1

FTS_ACTIVE 2

FTS_EXPIRED 3

FTS_RELEASED 4

FTS_ABANDONED 5

FTS_RESET 6

FTS_BACKUP 7

Table 1: Lease Binding States
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 2.1.7  Lease Pre-allocation and Reconciliation at Startup 
 During configuration file parsing:

 Leases are instantiated for each pool as each address range is parsed in
parse_address_range():

 For each ip in the range:
        Create a "default" lease with minimal info in the free state
        Associate the lease to the pool and the pool's subnet
        Add the lease to the lease ip address hash list

 Once the configuration file is parsed, we invoke db_startup():

 Call read_conf_file(filename, is-lease-file-flag) to parse the lease file:
        Call parse_lease_declaration() creates an "updated" lease
        Search for the "current" lease in  lease ip address hash
        Replace the "current" lease with the "updated" lease

(if we don't find it in the ip address hash, this is due to a
 configuration change, i.e. the lease is outside any configured pool)

 Call expire_all_pools():
  Iterate over lease ip address hash calling lease_instantiate()
            Sort the lease into the proper queue in its pool based on state
            If there is a uid, adds it to uid hash
            If there is a hardware address, adds it to hardware address hash
            Associate the lease to its billing class (if one)

Loop through each pool in each shared network:
        Call the pool expiry function, pool_timer() - to process all expired

leases in the pool
            Iterate over the leases in the pool, accumulating stats (e.g. free

leases, backup leases)
            Add lease to FO update queue

 3 Options Information Model
In order to support a wide variety of behavior and accommodate future change,
the DHCP protocol is rife with optional bits of information exchanged between
clients and servers. In ISC_DHCP, these options may be defined in configuration
files, in hierarchical scopes , and often as expressions that must be evaluated
at run time for a given packet.   In addition, while many options exist because
they are part of the DHCP protocol, others are for behavioral controls specified
within the configuration but manipulated as options.   The Options information
model describes the structures used by both dhcpd and dhclient to embody the
options.   This section is intended to describe the model in a general sense to
illustrate how options interact with the rest of the system.  Custom and
encapsulated options such as vendor and site options will be discussed in
subsequent sections. The following diagram depicts the Options information model:
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 3.1.1 Structures 

 3.1.1.1 struct option

Contains the metadata which defines an option:
• name - text label that identifies the option, as it would appears in 

configuration or lease files
• format - One or more format descriptors,  "I" for IP address, "A" for 

array there can be more than one per option
• code - numeric value, unique within the option's universe that identifies

the option. For standard DHCP options it is the value defined by the 
RFC(s)
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There are global arrays of options defined in common/tables.c and 
server/stables.c.   The former being those options known or pertinent to both
server and client (dhcpd and dhclient) and prescribed by the protocol, the
latter being those only pertinent to the server, many of which are behavioral
controls.  Here is a snippet from tables.c:

static struct option dhcp_options[] = {
        { "subnet-mask", "I",                   &dhcp_universe,   1, 1 },
        { "time-offset", "l",                   &dhcp_universe,   2, 1 },
        { "routers", "IA",                      &dhcp_universe,   3, 1 },
        { "time-servers", "IA",                 &dhcp_universe,   4, 1 },
        { "ien116-name-servers", "IA",          &dhcp_universe,   5, 1 },
        { "domain-name-servers", "IA",          &dhcp_universe,   6, 1 },
        { "log-servers", "IA",                  &dhcp_universe,   7, 1 },
            :

And one from server/stables.c:

static struct option server_options[] = {
        { "default-lease-time", "T",            &server_universe,   1, 1 },
        { "max-lease-time", "T",                &server_universe,   2, 1 },
        { "min-lease-time", "T",                &server_universe,   3, 1 },
        { "dynamic-bootp-lease-cutoff", "T",    &server_universe,   4, 1 },
        { "dynamic-bootp-lease-length", "L",    &server_universe,   5, 1 },
        { "boot-unknown-clients", "f",          &server_universe,   6, 1 },
        { "dynamic-bootp", "f",                 &server_universe,   7, 1 },

:

 3.1.1.2 struct universe

Contains all of the option definitions in a given realm or information “space”
(such as DHCP(4), DHPC6, FQDN...). In essence it is a dictionary of options.
With the code base there multiple pre-defined dictionaries and room for 
user-defined dictionaries.  

• name_hash – hash table of  the options in this universe by name 
(option.name)

• code_hash – hash table of the options in this universe by numeric code
(option.code)

• index – unique numeric index that identifies this universe 

The remaining members are function pointers to functions that manipulate options
in ways that are appropriate to this universe.

The table below lists the universes and their indexes:
 
Index Name/Description

1  dhcp_universe (dhcpv4 options)

2  nwip_universe (dhcpv4 Novell option)

3  fqdn_universe (dhcpv4 fqdn option - reusable for 
v6)

4  vendor_class_universe (VIVCO)

5  vendor_universe (VIVSO)

6  isc_universe (dhcpv4 isc config space)
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7  dhcpv6_universe (dhcpv6 options)

8  vsio_universe (DHCPv6 Vendor-Identified space)

9  isc6_universe (ISC's Vendor universe in DHCPv6 
VSIO)

10  fqdn6_universe (dhcpv6 fqdn option shill to v4)

11  agent_universe (dhcpv4 relay agent - see 
server/stables.c)

12  server_universe (server's config, see 
server/stables.c)

13  user-config

14  more user-config

15  more user-config

16  more user-config

Table 2: Predefined Option Universe Indexes

The following code excerpt shows a typical static universe initialization from
common/tables.c:

        /* Set up the DHCP option universe... */
        dhcp_universe.name = "dhcp";
        dhcp_universe.concat_duplicates = 1;
        dhcp_universe.lookup_func = lookup_hashed_option;
        dhcp_universe.option_state_dereference =
                hashed_option_state_dereference;
        dhcp_universe.save_func = save_hashed_option;
        dhcp_universe.delete_func = delete_hashed_option;
        dhcp_universe.encapsulate = hashed_option_space_encapsulate;
        dhcp_universe.foreach = hashed_option_space_foreach;
        dhcp_universe.decode = parse_option_buffer;
        dhcp_universe.length_size = 1;
        dhcp_universe.tag_size = 1;
        dhcp_universe.get_tag = getUChar;
        dhcp_universe.store_tag = putUChar;
        dhcp_universe.get_length = getUChar;
        dhcp_universe.store_length = putUChar;
        dhcp_universe.site_code_min = 0;
        dhcp_universe.end = DHO_END;
        dhcp_universe.index = universe_count++;
        universes [dhcp_universe.index] = &dhcp_universe;
        if (!option_name_new_hash(&dhcp_universe.name_hash,              
                                  BYTE_NAME_HASH_SIZE, MDL) ||
            !option_code_new_hash(&dhcp_universe.code_hash,
                                  BYTE_CODE_HASH_SIZE, MDL))
                log_fatal ("Can't allocate dhcp option hash table.");
        for (i = 0 ; dhcp_options[i].name ; i++) {                       
                option_code_hash_add(dhcp_universe.code_hash,
                                     &dhcp_options[i].code, 0,
                                     &dhcp_options[i], MDL);
                option_name_hash_add(dhcp_universe.name_hash,
                                     dhcp_options [i].name, 0,
                                     &dhcp_options [i], MDL);
        }
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After filling in the name, and setting the concatenate options flag to true 
(explained later), we set the function handlers for manipulating option storages
for this universe (option_state.universe[n]),  handlers for decoding and
encoding the options,  and the index.   We then add the instance to the global
array of universes and lastly, we create and populate the option hashes with
option (definitions) in the array, dhcp_options.

 3.1.1.3 struct option_cache  

Holds the “value” of an option from a packet, configuration or lease file. In
other words it contains all the data necessary to yield the value of the option.
There are essentially two forms of option-caches:  an option with a constant
value or an option whose value is the result of evaluating an expression. As one
might expect, the structure contains the following two members:

• data – for options with a constant value, it points to the buffer that
holds the option value.  For options within packets, this points to the
wire data of the option value within the packet.

• expression  - an expression which will yield the value when evaluated
against the proper scope. Any option specified via configuration that
is not a single valued literal (i.e. a constant, will have an expression
rather than a data value

The data and expression members are mutually exclusive. For a given instance of
option-cache, only one must be populated. In other words the cached value is
either contained in data, or it is must be obtained by evaluating expression.

The actual value of the option represented by an option_cache is not accessed
directly, but rather returned as a result of passing the cache along with other
pertinent objects such as the packet, lease, and scope into the function: 
evaluate_option_cache() (see tree.c). It will return a copy of option_cache.data
if it is not null or the result of evaluating option_cache.expression. The
function returns 0 if there was no expression or it could not be evaluated. The
function prototype is shown below:
 
int evaluate_option_cache (
        struct data_string *result;         
        struct packet *packet;                
        struct lease *lease;
        struct client_state *client_state;
        struct option_state *in_options;    
        struct option_state *cfg_options;
        struct binding_scope **scope;
        struct option_cache *oc;            
        const char *file;
        int line;

where:
• result – A pointer to a an unallocated data_string, upon successful

return it will contain the evaluated value.   The caller is responsible
for forgetting the data_string.

• packet – optional,  source for expressions which reference packet
attributes

• lease – optional,  source for expressions which reference lease
attributes
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• client_state – dhclient only,  source for expressions which reference to
client_state

• in_options – option state containing “input” options, (i.e. options
received in the input packet).  See “option” statement in dhcp-eval.5

• cfg_options – option state containing configured options, (i.e. the
value the client or server has been configured to send). See 
“config-option”  statement in dhcp-eval.5. Most often this 
lease_state::options.

• scope – the binding scope containing any variables referenced in
• expressions.  What? Variables? Yes, Variables. See dhcpd-leases.5

oc – the option_cache to evaluate

 3.1.1.4  struct option_state 

Stores all of the option values as option_caches for a given context or "state"
such as a packet or a lease.  (Note that when an option_state is allocated, it
is allocated based on the size of struct option_state PLUS the number of known
universes * sizeof(void *))

- universes - an array of void pointers, large enough to hold one entry per
possible universe.

Each non-null pointer value in option_state.universes is the address of a
storage container that houses option_cache instances for that universe.
The type of container is dependent upon the universe, typically it is a 
hash table.

Adding, accessing, or removing option_caches from an option_state, is ultimately
a manipulation of the storage container for the universe in which the option is
defined. For example, to look up the option_cache for the DHCP client identifier
option:
 

option_cache* oc = lookup_option(&dhcp_universe, packet->options,
                                        DHCO_DHCP_CLIENT_IDENTIFIER);

We pass in the globally defined universe for DHCP options, dhcp_universe; the
packet's option_state in which we should look for the option; and lastly the
numeric code of the option we desire.  If there is an option_cache within the 
option_state for the given code, the lookup_option() function will return it,
otherwise it will return NULL. It is worthwhile to take a look at the code for
lookup_option():

struct option_cache *lookup_option (universe, options, code)
        struct universe *universe;
        struct option_state *options;
        unsigned code;
{
        if (!options)
                return (struct option_cache *)0;
        if (universe -> lookup_func)
                return (*universe -> lookup_func) (universe, options, code);
        else
                log_error ("can't look up options in %s space.",
                           universe -> name);
        return (struct option_cache *)0;
}  
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Parsing Options from Packets: 

When a packet arrives, part of the decoding process is to parse its option 
wire-data into option_cache instances.   The data member of these caches point
to the wire-data of that option and tare stored within the option_state
associated with the packet (packet::options).

Parsing Options from Configuration/Lease files: 

When parsing option statements from a file,  the parser creates an executable
“option” statement for each option and adds it to the current scope group (e.g
root, shared_network, subnet, etc...).   Each statement consists of an op code
such as “supersede_option” and data which represents the RHS of the option
statement and may be a simple literal value assignment or a complicated logical
expression.   In order to obtain an actual value,  the statement must first be
“executed” which creates an option_cache and then that cache must be evaluated,
evaluate_option_cache().  Statements are executed via the function, 
execute_statements_in_cope().  This function is passed an “output” option_state
into which option_caches resulting from each statement execution are written.
In most invocations during V4 processing, this output option_state is 
lease_state::options.  An example invocation is shown below:

        /* Execute statements in scope starting with the subnet scope. */
        option_state_allocate (&options, MDL);
        if (lease)
                execute_statements_in_scope(NULL, packet, NULL, NULL,
                                            packet->options, options,
                                            &global_scope,
                                            lease->subnet->group,
                                            NULL, NULL);

 3.1.2 Options Walk Through
In order to make things a little clearer this section walks through the options
handling for a very simple configuration from server startup through a single
DHCPDICSCOVER/OFFER cycle.  First lets look at the server configuration:

omapi-port 7911;
ping-check on;
set toms = 7;           # binding variable

# global value
option domain-name-servers 254.0.0.01;

subnet 178.16.1.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 {
     # subnet value
     option domain-name-servers 254.0.0.02;
     pool {
         # pool value
        option domain-name-servers 254.0.0.03;
        option host-name = "boola";
        range 178.16.1.100 178.16.1.150;
    }
}
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Nothing real exotic here.  We define a two server parameters, omapi-port and
ping-check;  a binding variable, toms;  and a single subnet with a single pool.
We define the dhcp.domain-name-server option at three scope groups: global, 
subnet, and pool.  We also define a host-name a the pool scope even though
that's a bit silly from a real world view point. The server was compiled with
DEBUG_EXPRESSIONS defined (includes/site.h) and the annotated output (with line
numbers) is shown below in blue:

 1 Internet Systems Consortium DHCP Server 4.4.0-dev
 2 Copyright 2004-2016 Internet Systems Consortium.
 3 All rights reserved.
 4 For info, please visit https://www.isc.org/software/dhcp/

After parsing the configuration file, postconf_initialization() is called. This
executes all statements at the global scope. The results are stored in an
option_state which is local to (only exists within) this function:

        option_state_allocate(&options, MDL);
        execute_statements_in_scope(NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL,
                                    options, &global_scope, root_group,
                                    NULL, NULL);

Note that it is passed the local option_state for output, the global_scope 
binding scope, and the root_group, everything else is null.  Recall that the 
root_group is the global scope group instance which contains all of the 
executable statements declared at the global level.

Lines 5-9 create option_caches for several server options. 
Lines 10-12 create binding variable, “tom”, in the global_scope (binding_scope)
with a value of 7. (see the set statement, dhcp.leases.5)
Line 13 creates on option_cache for dhcp.domain-name-servers:

 5 exec: supersede option server.ddns-hostname
 6 exec: supersede option server.ddns-domainname
 7 exec: supersede option server.ddns-rev-domainname
 8 exec: supersede option server.omapi-port
 9 exec: supersede option server.ping-check
10 exec: set toms
11 data: const = 07
12 exec: set toms
13 exec: supersede option dhcp.domain-name-servers

Having executed the global statements, the function then attempts to find and
evaluate several server parameters such as lease-file-name, ddns-update-style,
and omapi-port.  It does this by searching its local option_state for the
desired options and evaluating the option_caches found.  The following
excerpt shows this done for omapi-port:
        
        omapi_port = -1;
        oc = lookup_option(&server_universe, options, SV_OMAPI_PORT);
        if (oc &&
            evaluate_option_cache(&db, NULL, NULL, NULL, options, NULL,
                                  &global_scope, oc, MDL)) {
                if (db.len == 2) {
                        omapi_port = getUShort(db.data);
                } else
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                        log_fatal("invalid omapi port data length");
                data_string_forget(&db, MDL);
        }

Line 14 is the evaluation of the option-cache for omapi-port:

 14 data: const = 1e:e7
 15 Config file: /home/tmark/labs/var/isc_dhcp/etc/eval.conf
 16 Database file: /home/tmark/labs/var/isc_dhcp/tip/output/eval.leases
 17 PID file: output/eval.pid
 18 Wrote 0 leases to leases:q! file.
 19 Listening on LPF/eth4/08:00:27:cc:8c:bf/178.16.1.0/24
 20 Sending on   LPF/eth4/08:00:27:cc:8c:bf/178.16.1.0/24
 21 Sending on   Socket/fallback/fallback-net

Farther along, after the lease file has been parsed, a call to 
set_server_duid_from_option(), again executes the global scope statements.  This
time in order to set the server DUID.   This may seem a bit efficient as we 
already did this for global values right?  Well we did, but we didn't retain the
option_state we executed into and the server DUID can come from the lease file
which had not been parsed at that point.  Note the output is a repeat of what
was seen prior execution (as nothing has changed, the lease file was empty...).

 22 exec: supersede option server.ddns-hostname
 23 exec: supersede option server.ddns-domainname
 24 exec: supersede option server.ddns-rev-domainname
 25 exec: supersede option server.omapi-port
 26 exec: supersede option server.ping-check
 27 exec: set toms
 28 data: const = 07
 29 exec: set toms
 30 exec: supersede option dhcp.domain-name-servers
 31 omapi_set_value (state, 1)
 32  ==> invalid argument
 33 Server starting service.

At this point the server is up and listening for requests and then receives a
DHCPDISCOVER.  Lines 34 and 35 are from classify_client() which executes the
client classification statements.  In our example there are no classes defined
so not much to see here.  Classes are discussed elsewhere.

 34 bool: check (default) returns false
 35 exec: evaluate: succeeded

Eventually we enter ack_lease() which first executes statements down to the
subnet scope.  In this call to execute, the "limiting" scope is the  global
scope (second to the last parameter is NULL). The execution process first walks
outward in scope from the “target” scope to the “limiting” scope. In this case
from the subnet's group outward until we reach the root group. Then we turn
around and start executing statements at each group, working our way inward.
Thus the innermost statement for a given option wins.  Notice that the output
options parameter is the option_state of the lease_state.  

        log_info("execute subnet scope");
        /* Execute statements in scope starting with the subnet scope. */
        execute_statements_in_scope (NULL, packet, lease,
                                     NULL, packet->options,
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                                     state->options, &lease->scope,
                                     lease->subnet->group, NULL, NULL);

All this is shown in lines 36 through 46 (line 36 is not in the stock code):

 36 execute subnet scope
 37 exec: supersede option server.ddns-hostname
 38 exec: supersede option server.ddns-domainname
 39 exec: supersede option server.ddns-rev-domainname
 40 exec: supersede option server.omapi-port
 41 exec: supersede option server.ping-check
 42 exec: set toms
 43 data: const = 07
 44 exec: set toms
 45 exec: supersede option dhcp.domain-name-servers
 46 exec: supersede option dhcp.domain-name-servers

Notice that there are now TWO supersedes of dhcp.domain-name-servers. The first,
on line 45 is the global scope statement and it will create an option-cache for
dhcp.domain-name-server with the value of 254.00.00.01 in the output
option-state.  The second supersede, on line line 46, comes from the subnet
scope. It will overwrite (i.e. supersede) the dhcp.domain-name-server 
option-cache with a new one with a value of 254.00.00.02.  
 
Next it executes the statements at the pool scope, as shown in lines 47 through
49.  The limiting scope in this case is the pool's shared_network's group (i.e
the group from which the pool's group was cloned).  Note we are still using
state->options as the output:

        /* If the lease is from a pool, run the pool scope. */
        if (lease->pool) {
                log_info("execute pool scope");
                (execute_statements_in_scope(NULL, packet, lease, NULL,
                                             packet->options, state->options,
                                             &lease->scope, lease->pool->group,
                                             lease->pool->
                                                shared_network->group,
                                             NULL));
        }

 47 execute pool scope
 48 exec: supersede option dhcp.domain-name-servers
 49 exec: supersede option dhcp.host-name
 50 DHCPDISCOVER from 08:00:27:99:72:be via eth4

Notice that we have a third supersede of dhcp.domain-name-servers, this time
contributed by the pool scope.  If we were to evaluate the option now we would
get 254.00.00.03.   (Note these two executions could be rolled into one with a
bit of clever ternary operator use.  Also, line 47 is not in the stock code) 

We are now ready to offer the lease but first we need to determine if ping-check
is enabled.  To do this, we look for the option in the lease_state's 
option_state options, and if found, we evaluate it: 

            (!(oc = lookup_option (&server_universe, state -> options,
                                   SV_PING_CHECKS)) ||
             evaluate_boolean_option_cache (&ignorep, packet, lease,
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                                            (struct client_state *)0,
                                            packet -> options,
                                            state -> options,
                                            &lease -> scope, oc, MDL))) {

Line 51 is the result of evaluating the cache found for ping-check:

 51 data: const = 01
 52 Ping timeout: 1

Why do we look for ping-check now instead of doing in postconf_initialization()?
Because ping-check can be specified down to the pool scope, had we looked in
postconf_initialization() we would have only seen the global scope.

At this point we build the reply via dhcp_reply() which invokes cons_options()
to put all the necessary options into the packet.  While cons_options() does a
good deal of work deciding which options to send and in what order, once that's
decided sending them amount to looking up the option caches and evaluating those
that are found.  Lines 53-58 reflect that:

 53 data: const = 02            <--- DHCP message type
 54 data: const = b2:10:01:1e   <--- server ID
 55 data: const = 00:00:a8:c0   <--- lease time
 56 data: const = ff:ff:ff:00   <--- subnet name
 57 data: const = fe:00:00:04   <--- domain name server
 58 data: const = "boola"       <--- host-name

Lastly,  the offer leaves the building:

 59 DHCPOFFER on 178.16.1.100 to 08:00:27:99:72:be via eth4

The details of executable_statements will be explored in subsequent sections.  
For now, this should have given you a general feel for it.

 4 V4 Packet Processing
This section discusses the basic flow through dhcpd server when processing 
inbound packets.   It currently covers DHCPDISCOVER and DHCPREQUEST processing.
This section deliberately omits DHCP Failover logic which permeates a great 
deal of the V4 decision making.   Failover will be discussed in subsequent
sections. When processing an inbound packet, there are additional, transient
data structures which exist only during the act of processing a single packet.
The structures and how they relate to the primary structures already introduced
in the V4 Information Model are shown in the following diagram:
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 4.1 Structures
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V4 packet processing introduces the following structures:

 4.1.1 struct dhcp_packet
A structure which overlays the on-wire packet data.  

 4.1.2 struct packet 
Embodies the decoded raw packet:
• options – the option_state containing the decoded on-wire DHCP options
• classes – an array of pointers to classes the packet matched during 
• client classification.  There is a maximum of five classes permitted.
• interface – the interface upon which the packet was received
• raw – the on-wire form of the packet

 4.1.3 struct lease_state 
Used to assemble information needed to prepare a lease to return to the client
lease to the client.

• options – the option_state options added by scoped statement execution.
During the coarse of building the lease, statements at all the network
scopes, plus host and class scopes are executed. All of which may
contribute option values that may end up or be used in formulating
the reply.

 4.1.4 struct class
Embodies the definition of a client class.  This structure will be discussed in
detail in a subsequent section but is included here for completeness.

 4.1.5 struct host_decl 
Embodies a host reservation.   This structure will be discussed in detail in
subsequent section but is included here for completeness.

 4.2 V4 Packet Flow
The overall call tree for processing a DHCPDISCOVER looks something like this:

IO object
  └── got_one()
      ├── receive_packet(raw_packet)
      └── (bootp_packet_handler)(raw_packet) = do_packet(raw_packet)
          ├── packet = packet_allocate(raw_packet)
          ├── parse_options(packet)
          ├── validate_packet(packet)
          └── dhcp(packet)
              ├── locate_network(packet)
              ├── classify_client(packet)
              └── dhcpdiscover(packet)
                  ├── find_lease(packet, lease) or allocate_lease(packet, lease)
                  └── ack_lease(packet, lease)
                      ├── supersede_lease(lease, temp_lease)
                      └── dhcp_reply(lease)
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And is described in more detail below:

During startup:

common/discover.c:discover_interfaces()  
Creates a read socket for each interface and wraps it an OMAPI io_object
and registers the object for monitoring with common/discover.c:got_one()
as its read handler.  The io_object ties into the BIND9 IO event watch
mechanism (select, epoll, etc...)

common/dispatch.c/dispatch()
 As the final step of startup, the server begins waiting for timer and IO

events.

Post startup:

common/discover.c:got_one()  
Invoked when the interface socket registered during startup has data. 
Call receive_packet() to read the packet data from the socket.  The 
function definition is supplied by the packet IO implementation in 
use (bpf.c, lpf.c, ...).
Invoke the function pointed by the global, bootp_packet_handler. Each
binary sets this during startup. For dhcpd and dhclient it is 
options.c:do_packet(), for dhcrelay it is dhcrelay.c:do_relay4()

common/options.c:do_packet() 
Allocate a struct packet and decode the raw packet into it
Allocate the packet's option_state - this will end up holding all of
decoded packet options (i.e option-cache instances) and any options that
may be added to it or altered along the way
Call common/options.c:parse_options() - parses the packet options into 
the option_state:

Create packet->options (i.e. allocate a new option_state)
   Call parse_option_buffer():
  Loop til end of raw option buffer
        Get option code and length from buffer
        Look up the option in universe's code hash
        Look for the option-cache in packet->options
        If we don't have find it:

Call save_option_buffer() - to create a new 
option-cache using the option data in buffer

Otherwise if we found it and universe concatenate is true:
Concatenate buffer data onto the end of the
existing option-cache's data

Otherwise
Create a new option-cache with the buffer data
Add it the end of the list (option-cache->next...) 

Call common/options.c:validate_packet() is called, this primarily ensures
that if there is a client identifier, it's sane.
Call the function dhcp() or bootp() accordingly. The server and client
provide their own definitions of each.

server/dhcp.c:dhcp(struct packet *packet)
Call locate_network() - Associate the packet to a shared_network.  If
the client is a direct client, use  the shared_network associated with
the interface upon which the packet was received.  Otherwise, use the
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following IP addresses to look for a suitable subnet (in order of 
preference):

a. Relay Agent Link (RAI_LINK_SELECT) if present
b. Subnet selection option (DHO_SUBNET_SELECTION) if present
c. giaddr if not zero

If a matching subnet is found, use its shared_network, otherwise fail.       
Examine DHO_HOST_NAME if supplied, if null terminated, then set a flag, 
ms_nulltp, to null terminate outgoing options
Call classify_client() -   Executes the default_classification_rules 
statements.  These essentially iterate over the collection of configured
classes, testing the packet against each. All matching classes are aded to 
packet->classes[],  up to PACKET_MAX_CLASSES. (NOTE that this is done
after we have matched to a subnet and prior to any attempt to match to hosts)
Call one of the following based on inbound packet type:

  dhcpdiscover (packet, ms_nulltp);
  dhcprequest (packet, ms_nulltp, lease);
  dhcprelease (packet, ms_nulltp);
  dhcpdecline (packet, ms_nulltp);
  dhcpinform (packet, ms_nulltp);
  dhcpleasequery(packet, ms_nulltp);
  (these functions will build and send the eventual response)

 server/dhcp.c:dhcpdiscover()
Call find_lease()  Look for an existing the lease for this client

Looks for leases by ciaddr or requested address, client id, and
hardware address, and host identifier, applying rules as to which if
any of the found leases to use. 
If there is a matching host but is not a fixed address, associate
host to the lease

If no suitable lease was found
Call allocate_lease() to allocate a lease from the packet's shared
network's pools:

Look through all the pools, skipping any that fail 
permit/prohibit

tests looking for a free lease.  If we can't find any 
free leases

we try to reclaim an abandoned lease. If that fails we 
don't return

a lease at all.      
 Call ack_lease() - make a new lease from the candidate lease and

ACK, NAK, or drop it:
Attempts to construct an updated lease, based on the "existing"

 lease, taking into account options set by executed statements at
subnet, pool, class and host levels.  Various scenarios can cause
the lease to be dropped and/or NAKd.  If the new lease can be 
offered, it is used to update the existing lease in memory
(and the lease file), and is shipped to the client.
Call supersede_lease() - updates the existing lease with the
new lease information (more detail later).
Call dhcp_reply() - formulates the DHCPREPLY and sends it

 server/dhcp.c:dhcprequest():
Call find_subnet()to look for a subnet matching the requested address
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option if present otherwise use ciaddr
 Call find_lease() - passing it the shared_network of the subnet

found above
Analyze packet characteristics to detect requests for addresses on
the wrong network and such  This may result in a NAK.
If at this point we have a lease to offer:

Call ack_lease() - to form a new lease from the candidate lease 
then ack, nak, or drop it

For V4 packet processing,  there are really three primary functions involved:
• find_lease
• ack_lease
• supersede_lease 

The following sections describe the essential processing for these three
functions in pseudocode.  They do not reflect the entirety of the logic in
these functions, rather they should convey the gist of each function. 
  
server/dhcp.c:find_lease() 
 
 This function attempts to find a candidate lease to offer/grant to a

client.

Signature:

    int find_lease (struct lease **lp,
                 struct packet *packet, struct shared_network 
*share,

int *ours, int *peer_has_leases,
struct lease *ip_lease_in, 
const char * file, int line)

Parameters:
lp – [out] pointer to return the found lease 
packet – packet received from the client
share – shared_network associated with this packet (determined by 

locate_network())
ours – [out] used by failover, set if the found lease belongs to this peer
peer_has_leases – used by failover, non-zero indicates peer has free leases
ip_lease_in – lease identified by caller as associate to this packet

 based on requested address

Logic:
cip = get the requested address: 

use packet->ciaddr if not zero, otherwise use the requested address 
option

 If the packet contains client identifier
 host = Find the list of hosts that match this client id 

   (search host_uid_hash)
        If we find any (i.e.  host is not empty) 
        packet->known = 1  (used for permit/prohibit tests)

fixed_lease = mockup a lease from the first host on this shared
   network with a fixed address

uid_lease = Find the list of leases matching this client id
     (search lease_uid_hash)
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If there is no fixed_lease and host is empty
host = Find the list of hosts that match this hardware address

     search host_hw_addr_hash)
If we find any:

        packet->known = 1
fixed_lease = mockup a lease from the first host on this shared

      network with a fixed address

 If there is no fixed_lease and host is empty
host = Find the list of hosts that match host identifier 

   (search host_name_hash)
        If we find any:
        packet->known = 1

fixed_lease = mockup a lease from the first host on this shared
  network with a fixed address

If this is a DHCPREQUEST and we have a fixed_lease that does not match
the requested address then:

 we cannot return another lease, so return with no lease

Walk the list of leases in uid_lease, stop at the first lease for which
all of these are true:

• Is still active or can be extended (or it is mine to reallocate)
• Is on the right shared_network
• Whose pool is permits this client

otherwise we'll exhaust uid_lease (freeing them as we go)

hw_lease = Find the list of leases matching the hardware address
   (search lease_hw_address_hash)

Walk the list of  leases in hw_lease, stop at the first lease for which
all of these are true:

• Is still active or can be extended (or it is mine to reallocate)
• Is on the right shared_network
• Whose pool is permits this client

otherwise we'll exhaust hw_lease  (freeing them as we go)

  ip_lease = Find the lease matching cip (searches lease_ip_addr_hash)
    If we find one:

If it's not on the right network or it's active and appears to
belong to someone else

discard it: ip_lease = NULL

Apply several rules to decide which of these, that are present, 
we should use:

• uid_lease,
• hw_lease
• ip_lease
• fixed_lease

 
(Note that we should not have both an ip_lease and a fixed_lease,
 this is flagged as a conflict/config error)

If we found a matching host (host is not empty) and this is not
a fixed address lease:

Associate it with the lease so any options it has will be available
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(Note, A lease granted to a client who has client_identifier will end
 up in all three hashes. In a subsequent call to find ip_lease, uid_lease,
 and hw_lease will all point to the same lease)

server/dhcp.c/ack_lease()

Given a client packet and candidate lease, attempt to formulate an updated
lease to send to the client.  If all systems are go, update the database
and send the lease to the client. If not drop the lease, NAKing if its
appropriate. 

 Signature:

void ack_lease (struct packet *packet, struct lease* lease, 
                unsigned int offer, TIME when, int msg, 
ms_nulltp,
                struct host_decl* hp) 

Parameters:
packet – packet received from the client
lease – lease determined by the caller as the current/existing lease to

 update and offer
offer – DHCP message type (yes, it's a bit of misnomer)
when – use to override lease expire if non-zero (used only by dhcpdiscover()

 and is set to 120 seconds)
ms_nulltp – true if client expects null terminated options
hp – host to associate with the lease (if set)

Logic:
If the lease already has lease_state we're already acking so return.

(Note: The same client has queried again while we're ping checking
 or delayed ack is enabled.  Once a reply has been sent out, the
 lease_state is destroyed.)

Allocate the lease_state structure, including its option_state
Execute statements in scope in order to populate lease_state->option_state

• global to subnet scope
• pool scope
• class scope. 

If it's DHCPREQUEST and one-lease-per-client is enabled:
Release any other leases the client may hold

If it's DHCPOFFER test packet seconds is less than min-secs:
drop the lease

If the lease isn't already associated with a host 
and we were not passed a host (hp was null):

Search for hosts by client id, hardware address, and host identifier
(Note: find_lease should have already done this, not sure why we 
 repeat here unless ack_lease can be called without a preceding
 call to find_lease.  This strikes me as inefficient, as a lease
 without a host, will do a host search twice.)

If there's a host:
Execute statements in the host scope (adding them to 
lease_state->option_state)

Drop the lease and return if any of these are true:
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1. There is no host and boot-unknown-clients is FALSE
2. If this is not an OFFER and "allow bootp" is false for this client
3. If "allow booting" is false for this client

If there are billing classes defined, and this is not a static lease:  
Bill the lease to class
If there are no more available billings, drop the lease.
(Note for DHCPOFFERs, the billing is only checked, not retained on the 

lease.)

lease_state->filename = server option value  for  SV_FILENAME (if it exists)
lease_state->server_name = server option SV_SERVER_NAME (if it exists)

(At this point, we have a lease that we can offer the client.  Now we 
 construct a lease structure that contains what we want, and call 
 supersede_lease to do the right thing with it.  The new lease struct is
 allocated and saved as the local variable, “lt”)

Set the following:
lt = lease_allocate()
lt->ip_addr = lease→ip_addr
lt_starts = cur_time (global value tracks the current system time)
ls->end = a large body of logic calculates the length of lesae to offer
lt->cltt = cur_time

If there is a client identifier and ignore-client-uids is off:
lt->uid to the packet uid

Copy from lease to lt these values, if present:
host, subnet, billing_class, binding_scope, agent_options

If packet hostname exists but it is different than lease->hostname
lt->hostname = packet hostname

    otherwise
 lt->hostname = lease->hostname

   lt->hardware_address = packet->raw->chaddr
   Execute lease->on_star->commit statements if any
 If it's a DHCPACK and DDNS updates are enabled:

Call ddns_updates()

 If it's not a static lease and we're not reusing the lease as is:
Call supersede_lease(lease, lt);

Replace the data in an existing lease with the data in a new
lease. Adjust hash tables to suit, and insertion sort the 
lease into the list of leases by expiry time so that we can
always find the oldest lease.  Commit the lease the database.

 Copy pertinent interface and raw packet info into lease_state attributes:
ip,  giaddr, ciaddr, xid, secs bootp_flags hops

 Set DHCP options in state->options as appropriate from lease_state
or lease attributes:

DHO_DHCP_MESSAGE_TYPE,
DHO_DHCP_LEASE_TIME,
DHO_DHCP_REBINDING_TIME,
DHO_DHCP_RENEWAL_TIME,
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DHO_DHCP_PARAMETER_REQUEST_LIST

If it's an OFFER and ping-check is enabled:
Call icmp_echo_request(lease→ip_addr) to send the ping.
Call add_timeout(&tv, lease_ping_timeout, lease…) to schedule 
the ping timer.
(Asynchronously, lease_ping_timeout() will call 
 dhcp_reply(lease))

  Otherwise
 delayed_ack_enqueue(lease) or dhcp_reply(lease)

common/mdb.c:supersede_lease()

Replace the data in an existing lease with the data in a new lease. Adjust
hash tables to suit, and insertion sort the lease into the list of leases
by expiry time so that we can always find the oldest lease.  commit the
lease the database.

Signature:

int supersede_lease (struct lease *comp, struct lease* lease, int commit,
                           int propogate. int pimmediate, int from_pool);

Parameters:
comp – the “existing” lease to update
lease – the “new” lease from which to update
commit – non-zero if lease changes should be committed to the database
propogate – used by failover, true if lease changes should be sent to the peer
pimmediate – used by failover, to dictate when updates are sent?
from_pool – if non-zero, indicates this call was made from within

the pool expiry timer

Logic:
 If it's a static lease return without changes
 If there is a new lease:
 Remove existing lease from uid and hardware address hashes 
 Update existing lease with values from the sample lease:
 billing_class, uid, host, binding_scope, client_hostname,   

on_star, cltt, tstp, tsfp, atsfp, ddns_cb

Add the lease to the uid and hardware address hashes

Use binding_state to find which queue lease is on now and dequeue it
Call make_binding_state_transition() to transition the lease to 
its next binding state:

 If moving from active to expired:
Execute on_star.on_expiry

 Call ddns_removals()
Remove billing class, associated host

  If moving from active to release - do on_star.on_release
Call ddns_removals()
Remove billing class, associated host

Set next_binding_state according to binding_state

Call lease_enqueue() to insertion sort the lease into the appropriate
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 queue based on binding_state
  Update the pool timer with this lease's timeout if this lease is now the

next event to occur 
Call write_lease() - write the lease to the lease file

 Call commit_leases() - flush writes to disk (fsync)

 5 Host Declarations

 6 Client Classification

 7 V6 Information Model
The section describes the structures that comprise the DHCPv6 information model.
Together they represent the DHCPv6 configuration once it has been instantiated
by the server.  There are other transient structures that come into play during
packet processing but these will be discussed in a subsequent section. The
following diagram is a UML depiction of the V6 information model (Note: it does
not reflect every association or structure member, rather it is intended to
depict those aspects relevant to understanding the model):
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 7.1 Structures

 7.1.1 struct shared_network
This is the same structure used for IPv4 and in that same sense is used to group
subnets together which share the same broadcast domain. 

• ipv6_pond – a pointer to the list of “ponds” contained in the network.
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 7.1.2 struct subnet
This is also the same structure used for IPv4.  As with IPv4, subnets have no 
direct knowledge of the “pools” underneath them.  They primarily serve as a means
of mapping inbound queries to the appropriate shared_network and provide statement 
grouping.

 7.1.3 struct ipv6_pool
Represents a single CIDR block of addresses (or prefixes) that may be leased. Each
range6 or prefix6 statement translates into at least one ipv6_pool.  The attributes
of an ipv6_pool are:

• start_addr – beginning address in the range
• bits – the CIDR of the pool
• units – length of prefixes in this pool (prefix delegation pools only)
• num_active – number of assigned leases which are valid (i.e. not expired)
• num_inactive – number of expired leases
• pool_type – lease type of the pool: IA_NA, IA_PD, or IA_TA
• active_timeouts – a heap containing all of the active leases in the pool,

sorted in order of expiry, oldest first
• inactive_timeouts – a heap containing all of the inactive leases in the

pool, sorted in order of expiry, oldest first
• leases – a hash table of all of the leases (active and inactive) keyed

by address
• ipv6_pond – the ipv6_pond to which the pool belongs

We stated above that each range6 or prefix6 statement translates into at least one 
ipv6_pool. If the range of addresses specified by the statement is of the form 
<start addr>/CIDR block or if it is given as <start addr> <end addr> and it equates
to a contiguous CIDR block, then only one ipv6_pool will be created.  If the range
given is a partial CIDR block, frequently done to skip addresses, then the number
ipv6_pools created will be the number required to describe the range as a series of
adjacent, contiguous CIDR blocks.  The server uses the function, range2cidr(), to 
calculate the requisite pools.  The following range6 statement:

range6 fc00:e3::0 fc00:e3::f3;

results in five ipv6_pools:

Pool  Addresses Covered

fc00:e3::f0/126 fc00:e3::f0 – fc00:e3::f3

fc00:e3::f0/124 fc00:e3::e0 - fc00:e3::ef

fc00:e3::f0/123 fc00:e3::c0 - fc00:e3::df

fc00:e3::f0/122 fc00:e3::80 - fc00:e3::bf

fc00:e3::f0/121 fc00:e3::00 – fc00:e3::7f

The server pre-allocates a hash table per pool (iasubopt::leases).  Each table is
large enough, initially to hold 9973 (DEFAULT_HASH_SIZE) entries.  On a 64-bit 
machine that’s roughly 80Kb per pool.  This can be cause for consideration on 
systems which have thousands of partial ranges.  Consider the following:

A range such as the following:
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fc00:e3::1 fc00:e3::ffff:ffff:ffff:ffff

creates 64 ipv6_pools.  The server will preallocate around 5.12Mb in hash tables.
If there are thousands of such ranges, one can get into substantial amounts of
memory pretty quickly.  An alternative is to declare the full range and create
place holder reservations for the addresses to be avoided.

 7.1.4 struct ipv6_pond
The ipv6_pond structure groups address and prefix ranges (i.e. pv6_pool6s),
together with permit/prohibit lists, valid TIMEs, and executable statements. It
is the functional equivalent of the v4 pool structure. Generally speaking, an
ipv6_pond will be created for each pool6 statement. In addition there may be one
or more for each group of naked range6 and prefix6 statements within a 
shared network that share the same group of statements.  When attempting to 
allocate
a lease from a given shared_network, the server will iterate over the list of ponds
within the network testing for applicability based on the client and aforementioned
settings. The attributes of an ipv6_pond are:

• last_ipv6_pool – index of the last pool from which a lease as allocated
• num_total – total number of possible leases in the pond
• num_active – total number of active leases in the ponds
• logged – tracks whether or not we have crossed log-threshold-high
• low_threshold – used to track when we cross back down from exceeding the high

threshold
• prohibit_list and permit_list  (known/unknown clients, members of class, 

after <time> …)
• valid_from – a time before which the pool may not be used
• valid_until – a time after which the pool may not be used
• group – executable statements belonging to the pond. These will be down

to the pool6 statement level or down to the subnet level for naked
range6/prefix6 statements.

 7.1.5 struct iasubopt
The iasubopt structure embodies the iasuboption described by the IPv6 protocol. 
Each instance represents a single leased address or prefix along lease state, 
binding
scope variables, and on_star statements.  The attributes are:

• ipv6_pool – pointer to the pool to which this lease belongs
• ia – pointer to the ia_xx to which this iasubopt belongs
• addr – leased IPv6 address or prefix
• hard_lifetime_end_time – time the lease will expire
• soft_lifetime_end_time – desired time the lease will expire
• heap_index – position of the lease on its heap (active_timeouts or 

inactive_timeouts)
• plen – prefix length (applies only to IA_PD leases)
• state – current lease binding state (see Table 1)
• prefer – preferred lifetime of the lease
• valid – valid lifetime of the lease
• on_star – pointer to any on_star statements to be executed for this lease
• scope – pointer to the binding_scope which contains any defined binding

variables
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 7.1.6 struct ia_xx
The ia_xx structure embodies the IA option described by the IPv6 protocol. It
serves to group all active leases of a given type, held by a specific client 
DUID under a specific IAID.  It’s attributes are:

• iasubopt – a dynamic buffer of pointers to iasubopt structures, the buffer
is grown in steps of four as needed. 

• num_iasubopt – number of populated elements in the buffer, iasubopt
• max_iasubopt – current capacity of buffer, iasubopt 
• cltt – a timestamp of the last time the client communicated with the server
• iaid_duid – data_string whose first four bytes are the IAID, and whose 

subsequent content are the client’s DUID.  
• ia_type – the type of leases held under this IA: IA_NA, IA_PD, or IA_TA

 7.1.7 Global ia_xx hashes
There are three global hash tables used to track ALL ia_xx instances, 
and they are keyed by IAID + DUID, one for each lease type:

• ia_na_active 
• ia_ta_active
• ia_pd_active

Entries are added only when the underlying leases are granted (i.e. not when 
advertised).  Contrary to their names, these hashes will retain the ia_xx for
a given IAID-DUID, even if all the underlying leases have expired.  

 7.1.8 A pond,  a pool,  a … wait … what?
The structure naming doesn’t lend itself well to clarity.  The documented
explanation is that the ipv6_pool structure predates the existence of ipv6_pond,
and so the more appropriate name was already in use.  This section will explore a
few configuration snippets in an attempt to demystify the topic for you. Consider
the following snippet:

subnet6 fc00:e400::/24 {
        range6 fc00:e400:1::/112;
}

This results in one shared_network with one ipv6_pond with one ipv6_pool.  As with
IPv4, “naked” subnet6 statements will have a shared_network automatically created
for them and it inherits the subnet’s group.  Similarly, “naked” range6 statements
(i.e. those not contained within a pool6 statement) are added to the
shared_network’s “general purpose” ipv6_pond.  This is a catch-all that has no 
prohibit list, a permit_list containing one entry equal to “allow all clients” and
which inherits the shared_network’s group. If this pond does not already exist, it
will be created. Thus all naked range6 (or prefix6) statements within a
shared_network will be added to the general purpose pond and share the same group 
statements. Let’s try another one:

subnet6 fc00:e400::/24 {
pool6 {

        range6 fc00:e400:1::/112;
}

}

Here too, we get one shared_network with one ipv6_pond with one ipv6_pool. The
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difference here is that the pond is not the general purpose pond, rather it is a 
pond created explicitly for the pool6 statement and which inherits the pool6 
group statements (had there been any).  The difference is subtle but important.
Ok, how about this one:

subnet6 fc00:e400::/24 {
    pool6 {
        range6 fc00:e400:1::/112;
        range6 fc00:e400:2::/112;
    }
}

One shared_network with one ipv6_pond with two ipv6_pools.  Note that both pools
will have share their pond’s group statements.  The following configuration gives
us one shared_network with three ipv6_ponds with one ipv6_pool each. One of the
three ponds will be the general purpose pond.   

subnet6 fc00:e400::/24 {
    pool6 {
        range6 fc00:e400:1::/112;
    }
    pool6 {
        range6 fc00:e400:2::/112;
    }

range6 fc00:e400:3::/112;
}

This next example produces one shared_network with a general purpose pond with
three ipv6_pools.  Notice that all three pools belong to the same pond even though
they are different types. 

subnet6 fc00:e400::/32 {
    range6 fc00:e400:1::/112;
    range6 fc00:e400:2::/64 temporary;
    prefix6 fc00:e400:3:: fc00:e400:3:: /64;
}

All of the prior examples used full CIDR block ranges, hence they all produce one 
ipv6_pool per range.  This was done for clarity.  Our final example do otherwise, 
consider this snippet:

subnet6 fc00:e400::/32 {
    pool6 {
        range6 fc00:e400:1::1 fc00:e400:1::F;
     }
}

Because the address range is a partial CIDR, we end up with one shared_network with
one ipv6_pond with four ipv6_pools:

• fc00:e400:1::8/125
• fc00:e400:1::4/126
• fc00:e400:1::2/127
• fc00:e400:1::1/128

These pools will be treated just as if each one had been explicitly defined in its 
own range6 statement like so:

subnet6 fc00:e400::/32 {
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    pool6 {
range6 fc00:e400:1::8/125;
range6 fc00:e400:1::4/126;
range6 fc00:e400:1::2/127;
range6 fc00:e400:1::1/128;

     }
}
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 8 V6 Packet Processing
This section discusses the basic flow through dhcpd server when processing 
inbound DHCPv6 packets.  It currently covers SOLICIT and REQUEST processing.
When processing an inbound packet, there are additional, transient data structures 
which exist only during the act of processing a single packet. The structures and 
how they relate to the primary structures introduced in the V^ Information Model 
are shown in the following diagram:
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 8.1 Structures
V6 packet processing introduces the following structures:

 8.1.1 dhcp_packet
A structure which overlays the on-wire packet data.

 8.1.2 struct packet
This structure is common to both with V4 and V6.  It embodies the decoded raw 
packet received from the client.  For V6 processing paying attention to these 
attributes, which correspond directly to the values described in RFC 3315:

• dhcpv6_msg_type
• dhcpv6_transaction_id
• dhcpv6_hop_count
• dhcpv6_link_address
• dhcpv6_peer_address

As well as those shared with V4 processing:

• options – the option_state containing the decoded on-wire DHCP options
• classes – an array of pointers to classes the packet matched during client 

classification.  There is a maximum of five classes permitted.interface – the
interface upon which the packet was received

• raw – the on-wire form of the packet

 8.1.3 struct reply_state
The reply_state structure is analogous to the lease_state structure we saw with V4.
It is used as a staging area into which the server gathers everything it needs to 
produce a reply to a client packet.  Having a good grasp of its attributes makes
understanding the processing a good deal easier.  The scope of their values can be 
broken into three levels:

1. Reply level – attributes whose values are common to the entire reply

• packet - client packet that is driving the reply
• shared - shared_network to which the client packet was mapped
• host - host reservation to which the client packet was mapped (if one)
• opt_state - space into which executed statements will output option 

values
• client_id - client id extracted from the client packet
• buf - union containing a 64K buffer into which the reply is written in 

on-wire format as it is being constructed
• cursor – the current write pointer into buf, as data is written into 

buf the write should begin at cursor and then increment cursor by the
the number of bytes written

• on_star – on_star statements from the associated host (if one)

2. IA Option level – attributes that are relevant to a single IA option

• ia_count - number of IA_NAs and IA_TAs added to the reply
• pd_count - number IA_PDs added to the reply
• client_resources - number of leases that have been offered
• resources_included - true if one or more leases have been "sent" to 
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buf;
• ia – ia_xx for the new IA being constructed
• old_ia – ia_xx pre-existing IA of the requested type for this 

IAID+DUID;
• reply_ia – option_state containing the new IA and sub options stored in

option form
• static_lease - true if the reply is associated with a fixed address 

host reservation
• fixed - the fixed address of the associated host reservation;
• static_prefixes – number of static prefix host records

3. IA sub-option level – attributes that are relevant to a single lease (address
or prefix)

• lease – struct iasubopt instance for the lease currently being 
constructed

 8.1.4 struct reply_buffer
This union overlays a 64Kb buffer with a dhcpv6_packet structure.  It is defined 
within struct reply as:

        union reply_buffer {
                unsigned char data[65536];
                struct dhcpv6_packet reply;
        } buf;

• data – raw buffer containing the v6 reply packet in on-wire format 
• reply – allows interpretation of the buffer as a V6 message type,

transaction id, and options

As the server processes IA options from the client packet, it appends the response 
IA option and sub-options onto the end of reply_buffer::data, incrementing 
reply::cursor accordingly.

 8.2 V6 Packet Flow
The bulk of the V6 processing logic is in server/dhcpv6.c and server/mdb6.c.  To
limit the scope of the discussion, we’ll look only at the server’s handling of a 
SOLICIT.  This should suffice as the call tree for REQUEST, RENEW, and REBIND are
nearly identical as that for a SOLICIT.  Speaking of call trees, the call tree 
through the server code when processing a SOLICIT is depicted below:

IO object
  └── got_one_v6()
      ├── receive_packet6(raw_packet)
      └── (dhcpv6_packet_handler)(raw_packet) = do_packet6(raw_packet)
          ├── decoded_packet = packet_allocate(raw_packet)
          ├── option_state_allocate(&decoded_packet->options)
          ├── parse_option_buffer(&decoded_packet->options)
          └── dhcpv6(decoded_packet)
              └── build_dhcpv6_reply(&reply, packet)
              +   └── dhcpv6_solicit(reply,packet) 
              +       ├── valid_client_msg(packet, &client_id) 
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              +       └── lease_to_client(reply, packet, &client_id)
              +           ├── shared_network_from_packet6(&reply+shared, packet) 
              +           ├── start_reply(packet, client_id, server_id,
              +           │               &reply+opt_state, &reply+buf+reply)
              +           ├── find_hosts6(&reply+host, packet, client_-id);
              +           │               
              +           ├── For each IA_NA oc
              +           +   └── reply_process_ia_na(&reply,oc)
              +           +       └── For each address suboption oc
              +           +       +    └── reply_process_addr(reply,oc)
              +           +       +        └── reply_process_is_addressed() 
              +           +       +        └── reply_process_send_address() 
              +           +       +
              +           +       └── If no addresses given out: 
              +           +       +    └── find_client_address(reply)  - gives out 1 address 
              +           +       +       ├── pick_v6_address(reply)
              +           +       +       ├── reply_process_is_addressed() 
              +           +       +       └── reply_process_send_address() 
              +           +       +
              +           +       └── store_options6(reply+buf+data, reply->reply_ia, reply+packet,
              +           +                       required_opts_IA, NULL)
              +           ├── For each IA_TA oc
              +           +   └── reply_process_ia_ta(&reply,oc)
              +           +       └── For each temp address suboption oc
              +           +       +    └── reply_process_addr(reply,oc)
              +           +       +        ├── temporary_is_available() 
              +           +       +        ├── reply_process_is_addressed() 
              +           +       +        └── reply_process_send_address() 
              +           +       +
              +           +       +        reply_process_send_address() 
              +           +       +
              +           +       └── If no addresses given out: 
              +           +       +   └── find_client_temporaries(reply)  - Q: hands out 1 one TA per pool?
              +           +       +        ├── reply_process_is_addressed() 
              +           +       +        └── reply_process_send_address() 
              +           +       +        
              +           +       └── store_options6(reply+buf+data, reply->reply_ia, reply+packet,
              +           +                       required_opts_IA, NULL)
              +           +
              +           ├── For each IA_PD oc
              +           +   └── reply_process_ia_pd(&reply,oc)
              +           +       └── For each prefix suboption oc
              +           +       +    └── reply_process_prefix(reply,oc)
              +           +       +       ├── reply_process_is_prefixed() 
              +           +       +       └── reply_process_send_prefix() 
              +           +       +
              +           +       └── If no prefixes given out: 
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              +           +       +    └── find_client_prefix(reply)  - gives out 1 address 
              +           +       +       ├── pick_v6_prefix(reply)
              +           +       +       ├── reply_process_is_prefixed() 
              +           +       +       └── reply_process_send_prefix() 
              +           +       +
              +           +       └── store_options6(reply+buf+data, reply+opt_state, reply+packet,
              +           +                  required_opts_solicit, &packet_oro)
              +           └── commit_leases_time()   
              + 
              └── send_packet6(reply)

The beginning stages of the V6 flow are very similar to the V6 flow:

During startup:

common/discover.c:discover_interfaces()  
Creates a read socket for each interface and wraps it an OMAPI io_object
and registers the object for monitoring with common/discover.c:got_one_v6()
as its read handler.  The io_object ties into the BIND9 IO event watch
mechanism (select, epoll, etc...)

common/dispatch.c/dispatch()
 As the final step of startup, the server begins waiting for timer and IO

events.

Post startup:

common/discover.c:got_one()  
Invoked when the interface socket registered during startup has data. 
Calls socket.c:receive_packet6() to read the packet data from the socket. 
Unlike V4, the same send and receive code is used for V6 regardless of
of operating system. 

Invoke the function pointed by the global, dhcpv6_packet_handler. Each
binary sets this during startup.  The handler for all three binaries, dhcpd 
, dhclient, and dhcrelay is do_packet6().

common/options.c:do_packet6() 
Allocate a struct packet to contain the decoded packet.  
Allocate decoded_packet's option_state - this will end up holding all of
decoded packet options (i.e option-cache instances).  
Populate decoded_packet fixed v6 information such as message type, packet 
length,  client address, port, and whether or not the raw packet was unicast. 
If the message type is relay forward or relay reply, relay specific values 
such has hope count, link address, and peer address are recorded into packet.
Call common/options/parse_option_buffer() to decode DHVPc6 option data from
the raw packet into decoded_packet→options.
Call dhcp6v() passing it decoded_packet.  Each the binaries supplies their
own definition of this function. 

server/dhcpv6.c:dhcpv6()
Log the packet information and then invoke build_dhcpv6_reply().  Upon
return, invoke send_packet6() to ship the server response.
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server/dhcpv6.c:build_dhcpv6_reply()
This function is really just a switch statement which routes the flow of
control based on the client message type to the appropriate function. For
message types not processed by the server it invokes dhcpv6_discard() and
returns.  For those the server does handle, it first invokes the function,
classify_client() and followed by the appropriate handler such as 
dhcpv6_solicit(), dhcpv6_request(), and so forth.

server/dhcpv6.c:dhcpv6_solicit()
The SOLICIT packet is passed to valid_client_msg() which validates the message
by checking the following:

1. Verifies the message contains a valid client identifier and extracts it 
to an outbound parameter
2. Verifies the was not sent unicast
3. Verifies the message does NOT contain a server identifier

If any of the above are not true, the function returns false, which causes the
packet to be dropped (see RFC 3315 sec 15.2,15.5 and 15.7). If all the 
conditions are met, invoke lease_to_client().  

server/dhcpv6.c:lease_to_client()
This function is used to construct a reply containing a response to each IA 
option contained in the client packet.  It used when processing several
different message types as described in its function commentary as follows:  

• Solicit - "Soft" binding, ignore unknown addresses or bindings, just
send what we "may" give them on a request.
• Request - "Hard" binding, but ignore supplied addresses (just provide
what the client should really use).
• Renew/Rebind - "Hard" binding, but client-supplied addresses are 'real'.
Error out any "wrong" addresses the client sends.  This means we send an
empty IA_NA with a status code of NoBinding or NotOnLink or possibly send the
address with zeroed lifetimes. 
• Information-Request - No binding.

 Prior to handling the IA options, it carries out several preliminary steps.
The first of which is to invoke shared_network_from_packet() to map the packet
to the appropriate shared_network.  If this fails the function returns, 
effectively dropping the packet. Otherwise it continues by calling 
start_reply() which initializes a static, local instance of struct 
reply_state.  This is followed by retrieving the ORO (requested options
list) from the packet and finally by a call to find_hosts6() to match
the packet to a host record should one exist.

At this point the function iterates over each IA option in the client packet:

1. For each IA_NA invoke reply_process_ia_na()
2. For each IA_TA invoke reply_process_ia_ta()
3. For each IA_PD invoke reply_process_ia_pd()

These functions are structured similarly. They iterate over all of the IA 
sub-options within a given IA option and determine if the sub option 
describes a lease that the client already holds or could be given. If so 
it constructs an IA sub-option for it and adds it to the reply. If no leases 
were given to the client, then attempt to allocate a lease and if successful 
add an IA sub-option for it to the reply.
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If no IA options have been added to the reply after all of the client's IA 
options have been processed and the request is not an Information request, 
then discard the reply and return.  In other words, unless it is an 
Information request we do not bother sending a reply that has no IA options.

Otherwise, it executes all the statements at the global, class, and host 
scopes. This is followed by a call to store_options6() to any other options 
including the OROs to the reply. Lastly, commit_leases_timed() is called to 
commit the lease changes to the lease file.

server/dhcpv6.c:shared_network_from_packet()
Attempts to map the client packet to a shared network using the following 
scheme:

If the packet was relayed look for the link layer address from where the 
client first appeared, and if present look for matching subnet.  If a subnet
is found use its shared_network.  If there's no matching subnet for the link
address then we return a failure.

If the packet was from a direct client or there was no link layer address in
the container packet, use the shared_network associated with the interface 
upon which the packet was received.

server/dhcpv6.c:start_reply()
Allocates the reply_state's option-state and executes the global scope 
statements.  This should write applicable global options to the option-state.
Next it sets the reply message type based on whether not rapid commit is 
enabled as well as removing the rapid commit option from the reply when 
appropriate.  It sets the reply's transaction id to that of the client then
adds the server id, and client id options.  Lastly, if the client packet
contains the reconfiguration accept option, we echo back per DOCSIS 
requirements.

server/find_hosts6()
This function centralizes the logic for matching v6 client packets to host
declarations.  It checks in the following order for matches based on:

 
1. client_id if specified
2. MAC address when explicitly available
3. packet option – matches dhcpv6 packet option against reservation options
4. synthesized hardware address – Attempts to extract the MAC address from 
the DUID. This is done last as some synthesis methods are not considered to 
be reliable

There are dedicated functions devoted to each of searches listed above. 

server/dhcpv6.c:reply_process_ia_na()
Constructs the response to a single IA_NA option and appends it to the end of
the reply_state::buf.  Several preliminary steps are taken prior to 
processing the individual sub-options:

  
1. Allocate an ia_xx structure and save it as reply_state::ia, 
2. If ia_na_active contains an IA_NA for this IAID-DUID save it as 
reply_state::old_ia
3. Allocate an option_state and save it as reply_state::repy_ia
4. If there is a host with a fixed address save the address to 
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reply_state::fixed and set reply_state::static_lease to true.
5. Save the current cursor position and then write the IA_NA header to 
reply_state::buf (everything up to and including the rebind timer).

For each IA sub-option in the IA_NA option invoke reply_process_addr() which 
first determines if the address in the sub-option already belongs or can been
given to the client: 

Call address_is_owned() which looks for an iasubopt matching the 
requested address in reply_state::old_ia.  If found it is saved to 
reply_state::lease.

Otherwise, call reply_process_try_addr() to determine if the address is
valid (maps to a pool in the shared_network) and is available (no lease
exists in the pool's leases hash). If so it creates a new iasubopt and 
saves it to reply_state::lease

If we don't have a lease for the requested address at this point and 
client message type is:
• Solicit/Request – do not emit an IA sub-option for the address 
just return the status from reply_process_try_addr().
• Renew – add a status code option of No Binding to reply_state:ia 
and return ISC_R_CANCELLED
• Rebind – Set the reply_state::send_prefer and send_valid times to 
zero, call reply_process_send_addr() to append an IA sub-option to 
reply_state::buf and return ISC_R_SUCCESS

We have a lease that we can use, call reply_process_is_addressed() to 
perform several common functions: 

1. Execute statements down to the lease's closest enclosing 
group, plus class, and host statements.  This makes the client 
options available in the IA option_state.
2. Calculate and store reply_state::send_valid and 
send_preferred lease times 
3. If reply_state::lease isn't null, update its lease times and
add it to reply_state::ia

Call reply_process_send_addr() to append the an IA sub-option to end of
reply_state::buf from lease's address and reply_state::send_prefer and 
reply_state::send_valid values.

Increment reply_state::ia_count. 

If no errors were encountered above yet no leases were granted, then call 
find_client_address():

If we have a static lease, call reply_process_is_addressed() followed by
reply_process_send_addr() and return.

Iterate over the leases in the pre-existing IA (reply_state::old_ia), if
it exists, passing each into lease6_usable() to determine if any of them
can be reused. If there were no reusable leases call pick_v6_address() 
to allocate a new lease and store it in reply_state::lease.

  
 If we do not have a lease at this point, return ISC_R_NORESOURCES.
Otherwise call reply_process_is_addressed() followed by 
reply_process_send_addr() and return.
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If we do not have a lease, return the appropriate status.

Call store_options6() to append the required IA options to the 
reply_state::buf. During the preliminary steps, the renew and rebind timer 
values written to the buffer were taken from the client IA_NA header.  It may
be that while processing individual IA sub-options the values that should be 
sent have changed so call set_reply_tee_times() to update them if needed.
If this is a static lease, then execute host on_star.on_commit statements per
reply_state::on_star.

Iterate over the IA sub-options and log them.

If the reply type is a DHCPV6_REPLY, then these are “hard” bindings which 
need to be preserved so iterate over the IA sub-options and:

1. Call renew_lease6()
2. Call schedule_lease_timeout()
3. Execute the lease on_star.on_commit statements
4. If DDNS is enabled, call ddns_updates() to schedule them
5. call check_pool6_threshold() 

Remove the pre-existing IA (reply_state::old_ia) from and and the new
IA (reply_state::ia) to the global hash of IA_NAs, ia_na_active.

Finally, call write_ia() to write the IA and its sub-options to the lease 
database.

 

server/dhcpv6.c:reply_process_ia_ta()

Constructs the response to a single IA_TA option and appends it to the end of
the reply_state::buf. Several preliminary steps are taken prior to processing
the individual sub-options:

  
1. Allocate an ia_xx structure and save it as reply_state::ia, 
2. If ia_ta_active contains an IA_TA for this IAID-DUID save it as 
reply_state::old_ia
3. Allocate an option_state and save as reply_state::repy_ia
4. Set reply_state::static_lease to false, temporaries cannot be static.
5. Save the current cursor position and then write the IA_TA header to 
reply_state::buf (everything up to and including the rebind timer).

For each IA sub-option in the IA_TA option invoke temporary_is_available() 
which first determines if address in the sub-option is valid for the 
shared_network and then if it already belongs or can been given to the 
client: 

Call address_is_owned() which looks for an iasubopt matching the 
requested address in reply_state::old_ia.  If found it is saved to 
reply_state::lease.
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Otherwise, determine if the address maps to a temporary pool in the 
shared_network and is available (no lease exists in the pool's leases 
hash). If so it creates a new iasubopt and saves it to 
reply_state::lease.

If we don't have a lease for the requested address at this point we
simply omit adding response for it in the reply and continue processing
with the next IA sub-option.

We have a lease that we can use, call reply_process_is_addressed() to 
perform several common functions: 

1. Execute statements down to the lease's closest enclosing 
group, plus class, and host statements.  This makes the client 
options available in the IA option_state.
2. Calculate and store reply_state::send_valid and 
send_preferred lease times 
3. If reply_state::lease isn't null, update its lease times and
add it to reply_state::ia

Call reply_process_send_addr() to append an IA sub-option to end of 
reply_state::buf from lease's address and reply_state::send_prefer and 
reply_state::send_valid values.

Increment reply_state::ia_count. 

If no errors were encountered above yet no leases were granted, then call 
find_client_temporaries():

Iterate through the pools within the shared_network, looking for a 
temporary pool from which the client is permitted to lease and call 
create_lease6(), to create a new temporary lease from that pool and 
store it as reply_state::lease.

  
If we do not have a lease at this point, return ISC_R_NORESOURCES.

Otherwise call reply_process_is_addressed() followed by 
reply_process_send_addr().

DRAGON ALERT:  Seems to me as though we should break out of the loop 
and return success once we have a lease.  However, I believe that if a 
shared_network has more than one TA pool valid for that client, we will
allocate a lease from each pool.  

If we do not have a lease and the client message type is:
• Solict/Request – Add a status code of No address available and 
return success 
• Anything Else -  Omit returning the IA sub-option and return 
success

Call store_options6() to append the required IA options to the 
reply_state::buf. During the preliminary steps, the renew and rebind timer 
values written to the buffer were taken from the client IA_NA header.  It may
be that while processing individual IA sub-options the values that should be 
sent have changed so call set_reply_tee_times() to update them if needed.
If this is a static lease, the execute host on_star.on_commit statements per 
reply_state::on_star.
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Iterate over the IA sub-options and log them.

If the reply type is a DHCPV6_REPLY, then these are “hard” bindings which 
need to be preserved so iterate over the IA sub-options and:

1. Call renew_lease6()
2. Call schedule_lease_timeout()
3. Execute the lease on_star.on_commit statements
4. If DDNS is enabled, call ddns_updates() to schedule them
5. call check_pool6_threshold() 

Remove the pre-existing IA (reply_state::old_ia) from and and the new
IA (reply_state::ia) to the global hash of IA_TAs, ia_ta_active.

Finally, call write_ia() to write the IA and its sub-options to the lease 
database.

server/dhcpv6.c:reply_process_ia_pd()
Constructs the response to a single IA_PD option and appends it to the end of
the reply_state::buf. Several preliminary steps are taken prior to processing
the individual sub-options:

  
6. Allocate an ia_xx structure and save it as reply_state::ia, 
7. If ia_pd_active contains an IA_PD for this IAID-DUID save it as 
reply_state::old_ia
8. Allocate an option_state and save as reply_state::repy_ia
9. If there is a host, count the number of fixed prefixes it specifies and 
save that as reply_state::static_prefixes.
10.Save the current cursor position and then write the IA_PD header to 
reply_state::buf (everything up to and including the rebind timer).

For each IA sub-option in the IA_PD option invoke reply_process_prefix(): 
Determine if the prefix in the sub-option already belongs or can been 
given to the client by calling prefix_is_owned():

If there is a host record and it specifies a prefix which matches
the requested prefix return true

If there is a pre-existing IA (rely_state::old_ia), iterate over
its leases looking for the first lease for which all of the 
following are true:

1. It matches the requested prefix and prefix length,
2. A call to lease6_usable() determines the lease is 
usable by this client
3. The client is permitted to lease from the lease's pool

If such a lease is found, save it as reply_state::lease and 
return true otherwise return false.

If prefix_is_owned() did not find a pre-existing lease that could 
reused and the client message is:

• Solicit/Request/Rebind: 
Call reply_process_try_prefix().  This function will attempt to 
match the requested prefix to a pool within the shared_network 
from which the client may lease.  If a pool is found, invoke 
try_client_v6_prefix() which will create a new lease for the 
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prefix in reply_state::lease provided the prefix is not in use.

If the lease could not be granted then return, omitting the IA 
sub-option from the reply for a Solicit or Request. For Rebind, 
set the reply_state::send_prefer and send_valid times to zero and
call reply_process_send_prefix() to append an IA sub-option to 
reply_state::buf and return.

• Renew: 
Add a status code of No Binding (RFC 3633, 18.2.3) and return.

We have a lease that we can use, call reply_process_is_prefixed() to 
perform several common functions: 

1. Execute statements down to the lease's closest enclosing 
group, plus class, and host statements.  This makes the client 
options available in the IA option_state.
2. Calculate and store reply_state::send_valid and 
send_preferred lease life times 
3. If reply_state::lease isn't null, update its lease times and
add it to reply_state::ia

Call reply_process_send_prefix() to append an IA sub-option to end of 
reply_state::buf using the lease's address and reply_state::send_prefer
and reply_state::send_valid values.

Increment reply_state::pd_count. 

If no errors were encountered above yet no leases were granted, then call 
find_client_prefix() to look for a pre-existing lease to reuse or allocate a 
new one:

If there are static prefixes, choose the first prefix that matches the
requested prefix length or the first prefix if none match.  Pass the 
selected prefix to reply_process_send_prefix() to append an IA sub-
option to reply_state::buf and return.

Iterate over the leases in the pre-existing IA (reply_state::old_ia) if
it exists, passing each into lease6_usable() to determine if any of 
them can be reused. If there were no reusable leases call 
pick_v6_prefix() to allocate a new lease and store it in 
reply_state::lease.

  
If we do not have a lease, return the appropriate status.

We have a lease that we can use so call reply_process_is_prefixed() to 
perform several common functions: 

4. Execute statements down to the lease's closest enclosing 
group, plus class, and host statements.  This makes the client 
options available in the IA option_state.
5. Calculate and store reply_state::send_valid and 
send_preferred lease life times 
6. If reply_state::lease isn't null, update its lease times and
add it to reply_state::ia

Call reply_process_send_prefix()to append an IA sub-option to end of 
reply_state::buf using the lease's prefix and reply_state::send_prefer 
and reply_state::send_valid values.
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If we do not have a lease at this point then for a Solicit or Request, add
a status of code of No Prefixes Available and return.

Call store_options6() to append the required IA options to reply_state::buf. 
During the preliminary steps, the renew and rebind timer values written to 
the buffer were taken from the client IA_PD header.  It may be that while 
processing individual IA sub-options the values that should be sent have 
changed so call set_reply_tee_times() to update them if needed.

If this is a static lease, the execute host on_star.on_commit statements per 
reply_state::on_star.

Iterate over the IA sub-options and log them.

If the reply type is a DHCPV6_REPLY, then these are “hard” bindings which 
need to be preserved so iterate over the IA sub-options and:

1. Call renew_lease6()
2. Call schedule_lease_timeout()
3. Execute the lease on_star.on_commit statements
4. call check_pool6_threshold() 

Remove the pre-existing IA (reply_state::old_ia) from and and the new
IA (reply_state::ia) to the global hash of IA_PDs, ia_pd_active.

Finally, call write_ia() to write the IA and its sub-options to the lease 
database.

(back in lease_to_client())

If we gave out no resources (reply_state::ia_count and reply_state::pd_count are 
both 0) and this is not an Information request, return without sending a reply.

Call store_options6() to append the message type-specific required options along 
with the ORO options to reply_state::buf.

Call commit_leases_time() to commit writes and rotate the log file as needed

return to dhcpv6_solicit()
return to build_dhcpv6_reply()
return to dhcpv6()

If the reply isn't empty call send_packet6() to transmit the packet.

server/dhcpv6.c:pick_v6_address
This function is used for by IA_NA and IA_TA addresses.  It attempts to allocate
a address from the within pools of ponds of the shared network:

Iterate over the ponds in the shared_network:
If the client is permitted to lease from this pond:

Iterate over its pools, beginning with ipv6_pond::last_ipv6_pool
            If the pool is a IA_NA pool:
                Call create_lease6() to allocate an address from the pool:
                    Use the IAID+DUID as the initial hash input
                    Set the try count to zero
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                    Until we have an address or we exhaust the retry limit:
                        If we have exceeded the try count
                            Return ISC_R_NO_RESOURCES

                        Call build_address6() or build_temporary6() to 
 construct an address from pool's network bits and
 the MD5 hash of the input

                        If the address is in use:
                            Add the address to the hash input
                            Increment the try count
                        Otherwise
                            Allocate a new iasubopt
                            Call add_lease6():
                                Add iasubopt to pool::leases
                                Insert iasubopt into pool::active_timeouts

                          Return ISC_R_SUCCESS

                If attempts is greater than one:
set ipv6_pond::last_ipv6_pool to current pool + 1, or 0

                Otherwise
                   set ipv6_pond::last_ipv6_pool to current pool

Return status (ISC_R_SUCCESS or error)

server/dhcpv6.c:pick_v6_prefix
This function attempts to allocate a prefix from within the pools in the ponds in
the shared network.  It's behavior can be modified through a configuration 
parameter, prefix-length-mode.  If the client specifies a prefix length in the
IA sub-option, the server will use select a prefix based on the mode setting as 
follows:

• ignore  -  The  requested length is ignored. The server will offer the first 
available prefix.

• prefer - The server will offer the  first  available  prefix  with  the  same
length  as the requested length.  If none are found then it will offer the 
first available prefix of any length.

• exact - The server will offer the first available prefix with the same length
as  the requested length.  If none are found, it will return a status 
indicating no prefixes available.  This is the default behavior.

• minimum - The server will offer the first  available  prefix  with  the  same
length  as  the  requested  length.  If none are found, it will return the 
first available prefix whose length is greater than (e.g. longer than), the  
requested value.   If  none of those are found, it will return a status 
indicating no pre-fixes available.  For example, if client requests  a  
length  of  /60,  and  the server  has  available  prefixes of lengths /56 
and /64, it will offer prefix of length /64.

• maximum - The server will offer the first  available  prefix  with  the  same
length  as  the  requested  length.  If none are found, it will return the 
first available prefix whose length is less than (e.g. shorter  than),  the  
requested value.   If  none of those are found, it will return a status 
indicating no pre-fixes available.  For example, if client requests  a  
length  of  /60,  and  the server  has available prefixes of lengths /56 
and /64, it will offer a prefix of length /56.  
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Beyond this, the structure is much the same as pick_v6_address:

Based on prefix-length-mode:
case ignore:

call prefix_v6_helper(ignore)

case prefer
call prefix_v6_helper(prefer)
if no prefix is available

call prefix_v6_helper(ignore)

case exact
call prefix_v6_helper(exact)

case minimum
case maximum

call prefix_v6_helper(exact)
if no prefix is available

call prefix_v6_helper(prefix-length-mode)

server/dhcpv6/prefix_v6_helper():

Iterate over the ponds in the shared_network:
If the client is permitted to lease from this pond:

Iterate over its pools:
If the pool is a IA_PD pool and its prefix length fulfills the 
prefix-length-mode:

 
            Call create_prefix6() to allocate an prefix from the pool:

                  Use the IAID+DUID as the initial hash input
                    Set the try count to zero

                    Until we have a prefix or we exhaust the retry limit:
                        If we have exceeded the try count
                            Return ISC_R_NO_RESOURCES

                        Call build_prefix6() to construct a prefix from
pool's network bits and the MD5 hash of the input

                        If the address is in use:
                            Add the address to the hash input
                            Increment the try count
                        Otherwise
                            Allocate a new iasubopt
                            Call add_lease6():
                                Add iasubopt to pool::leases
                                Insert iasubopt into pool::active_timeouts

                          Return ISC_R_SUCCESS

Return status (ISC_R_SUCCESS or error)
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 9 Executable Statements

 9.1 Bindings

 10 Parsing

 11 Failover

 12 DDNS

 13 LDAP Integration

 14 Appendix: Source File Dictionary
This section provides an inventory of the primary source directories.  

 14.1 Files in dhcp/includes

config.h  generated by configure script

ctrace.h definitions for dhcp tracing facility

dhcp.h struct dhcp_packet, DHCPv4 message types and option codes

dhcp6.h struct(s) dhcpv6_packet, dhcpv6_relay_packet DHCPv6 message types and option codes

dhcpd.h File is included nearly everywhere in client,server,common,relay.
Defines quite a few structs: group, packet, lease, class, ipv6_pool. 
Prototypes for most functions are here, grouped by file (alphabetically)

dhctoken.h enum dhcp_token - defines values for all of the parser tokens (678 of em)

failover.h DHCPv4 failover: struct failover_message, _dhcp_failover_config, _dhcp_failover_state,  Failover
macros...

heap.h support for an ordered heap of objects,

inet.h portable definitions for internet addresses, iaddr, iaddrlist,...

ldap_*  contributed LDAP integration headers

minires.h prototypes fro manipulating DNS names  (post 4.1)

site.h conditional compilation flags with descriptions

statement.h struct executable_statement

tree.h struct _pair, enumeration, buffer, data_string, option, universe

 14.2 Files in dhcp/common

discover.c  Interface discovery and setup, packet decode and dispatch invokes if_register_receive/send, supplied by Interface-
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specific code determined at compile time

packet.c  Packet decoding and assembly functions:hardware layer, then udp

bpf.c  Berkley Packet Filter

dlpi.c  Data Link Provider Interface

lpf.c  Linux Packet Filter

upf.c  Utrix Packet Filter

fddi.c  Fiber Distributed Data Interface

ethernet.c  Ethernet packet decoding and assembly

nit.c  Network Interface Tap (NIT)

raw.c  BSD raw socket interface

socket.c  BSD socket interface (--enable-use-sockets)

tr.c  Token ring interface

alloc.c  Reference-counted object management for a variety of commonly used structures (likely created before OMAPI was 
created)

comapi.c  OMAPI object operations (get/set/destroy/signal_handler/ stuff_values/create/remove) for groups, controls, subnets, 
shared networks

conflex.c  Basic lexical parsing functions

ctrace.c  Packet capture (tracing)

dhcp4o6.c  Sets up v4 over V6 interprocess communication

dispatch.c  IO and timer event dispatching

dns.c  Interface layer to BIND9's libdns

execute.c  Executable statement support

heap.c  Borrowed from BIND9, used for DHCPv6 active and inactive "heaps"

icmp.c  ICMP Protocol engine - for ping checking candidate leases

inet.c  Portable functions for manipulating addresses and ports

memory.c  In-memory database of scope "groups"; shared networks, subnets, pools (ipv6_ponds) all have their own group

ns_name.c  Domain name encoding/decoding per RFC1035

options.c  DHCP options parsing, storage, and reassembly (for replies)

parse.c  Functions for parsing objects common to server and client, e.g.  addresses, macs, hostnames, times...

print.c  Functions for formatting output for use in lease files and logging

resolv.c  Parser for /etc/resolv.conf file - unused, could be removed.

tables.c  Static, global data tables - eg option defintions (v4 and v6), miscellaneous enumerations

tree.c  Routines for manipulating parse trees, evaluate expressions and option caches

 14.3 Files in dhcp/server

bootp.c  BOOTP packet handler

class.c  packet classification functions
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confpars.c  server specific parsing, used to read both config and lease files

db.c  functions for opening/creating and writing to lease files

ddns.c  functions for carrying out DDNS

dhcp.c  DHCPv4 packet processing

dhcpd.c  Server process startup and control

dhcpleasequery.c  Support for DHCPv4 lease query

dhcpv6.c  DHCPv6 packet processing

failover.c  DHCPv4 Failover implementation

ldap*.c  contributed code that can use server configuration and hosts from an LDAP server

leasechain.c  binary lease access (v4 only), contributed by Bluecat

mdb.c  in-memory management of v4 leases, classes, hosts, subnets, supersede_lease()

mdb6.c  in-memory management of v6 leases, pools, ponds

omapi.c  server-side of API for manipulating objects: leases, hosts, and classes

salloc.c  for objects that have "constructors" and "destructors", they are defined here: dhcp_lease_get(), 
dhcp_lease_free()

stables.c  server only static data tables, such as option definitions...

 14.4 Files in dhcp/omapip

alloc.c  Debuggable memory allocation dmalloc, dfree... used all over, not just for OMAPI

array.c  extensible array implementation

auth.c  OMAPI connection authentication functions

buffer.c  OMAPI connection read/write/trac

connection.c  OMAPI connection support (connect, disconnect)

convert.c   functions for copying typed data to and from buffers

dispatch.c  event dispatching for OMAPI IO objects (i.e. connections)

errwarn.c  logging functions  log_fatal, log_error, log_info ...

generic.c  functions that operate on any OMAPI object, get/set/destroy...

handle.c  implements mapping of OMAPI object "handles" to objects

hash.c  base object hash_table functions,  name##_new_hash etc...

inet_addr.c  provides implementation of inet_aton(), if OS doesn't

isclib.c  BIND9 context creation, resolv.conf parsing

iscprint.c  supplies snprintf and vsnprintf if OS does not, should only be needed by 4.1 as bind9 also 
supplies these
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listener.c  OMAPI listener object support

message.c   OMAPI message object support

protocol.c  implements "object management" protocol

result.c  OMAPI result code message library

support.c  general support for objects: registration and "command" execution registers core protocol objects

test.c  OMAPI test executable, connect or listen ...

toisc.c  errno.h error codes to ISC result codes

trace.c  trace record and playback of traffic over OMAPI connections
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